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“Stacks of Support” by Patti Carey

Size: 60” x 72 1/2”



Stacks of Support 
Designed by Patti Carey using Northcott’s Sweet Jane collection 

 – a Quest for a Cure™ collection supporting breast cancer research. 

 
Finished Quilt Size:  60” x 72½” 

Number of Blocks & Finished Size:  24 blocks 3” high x 60” wide 

Skill level:  Beginner 

 

Wof = width of fabric  wofq = width of fat quarter 

Fabric Requirements Yards Cutting Instructions 

12 prints from the Sweet Jane collection (#20151-10, #20151-21, 
#20151-99, 20152-10, 20152-99, 20153-10, 20153-21, 20153-99, 
20154-10, 20155-21, 20155-23, 20156-21) & #9000-23 

fat ¼ 
each 

◊ From each fat ¼, cut 5 strips 3½” x wofq; set 15 
assorted strips aside for the binding, and trim each 
remaining piece to 20½”. 

#9000-10 white solid 1¼yds  ◊ Cut 12 strips 3½” x wof; from each strip, cut (1) 14¼” 
piece, (1) 12¼” piece, (1) 8¼” piece and (1) 6¼” piece. 

Backing (#20152-10) 3¾yds  ◊ Cut into 2 equal lengths and join selvedge-to-selvedge. 

Batting A piece 66” x 78” 

 

Piecing:  All seams are ¼” unless noted. 
 

1.  Sew the 3½” x 20½” pieces together in pairs, sewing along short sides to make units 40½” long, using 2 different fabrics for each 

pair.  Make 24 pairs. 
 

2.  Select 12 pairs.  Sew a 14¼” white piece to one end and a 6¼” white piece to other end of each pair.  Press seams toward pair.  

Label these units as #1. 

 
 
3.  On the remaining 12 pairs, sew a 12¼” white piece to one end, and an 8¼” white piece to the other end of each pair, pressing 

seams toward pair.  Label these units as #2. 

 
 

4.  Choose 2 units from step 2 and 2 units from step 3.  Sew them together in the following order:  #1, #2 rotated 180°, #2, #1 

rotated 180° 

 
 

Press the seams in one direction.  Repeat with the remaining units to make 6 segments of 4 units each. 
 

5.  Sew the 6 segments together.  The quilt top should be approximately 60” wide x 72” long. 
 

6.  Layer the prepared backing, batting and quilt top.  Baste and quilt as desired.  Trim edges even with quilt top. 
 

7.  Trim the reserved strips to 2” wide and sew end-to-end with mitered seams.  Press in half wrong sides together.  Sew to edges of 

quilt, turn and stitch in place. 
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